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HEAD TO THE MOUNTAINS WITH CONFIDENCE THIS SEASON! 

The Mountain Goat 3-D Target™ From Rinehart Targets® Prepares Bowhunters For  
Their Perfect Shot at a Record Mountain Goat 

Hunting mountain goats is a serious business — bowhunters who pursue these elusive, big-hoofed climbers can  

count on spending several days traversing steep, rocky terrain at high altitudes.  With conditions like these, it’s 

important to be ready to take that perfect shot when faced with the moment of truth.  That’s why the experts at  

Rinehart Targets® have created the lifelike Rinehart Mountain Goat Target™ — to ensure that enthusiasts are  
ready to hit their mark when they make that vertical trek.  

They say practice makes perfect, and with the durable Rinehart Mountain Goat Target, practice is also made easy.   

The key is Rinehart’s unique Rinehart solid, self-healing foam, which allows shooters to deliver countless shots  

using field points, broadheads and expandables without tearing or damaging the target.  Rinehart’s solid self-healing 

foam also makes arrow removal quick and easy (so easy a child can do it), so archers can spend more time perfecting 

their aim.  To increase the life of the target, patented locking inserts are available as a cost-effective replacement for  

the mountain goat’s outlined “vitals” area.  With a target that allows for such a high volume of practice, bowhunters  

can breathe easier (even in high altitude) knowing they are well prepared to take on real mountain goats with  
skillful accuracy. 

Anatomically correct from hoof to horns, the Rinehart Mountain Goat Target is crafted with enough detail to pass  

for the real thing.  Created true to size, this target stands 45” tall with a body length of 64” and features a simulated 

weight of 170 lbs.  For ease of use no matter what Mother Nature has in store, the resilient target is resistant to even  

the harshest weather conditions.  Lightweight and portable, bowhunters can easily position their target to create  
realistic hunting scenarios as they prepare for their rocky pursuit. 

For more information about the Rinehart Mountain Goat Target or the complete line of 3D targets for bowhunters  

and competitive archers, contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, Janesville, WI 53546 • Telephone: (608) 757-8153  

Or visit www.rinehart3-d.com. 
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